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Package Holidays 

 

The local standards issue continues to trouble judges. The latest decision on the 

issue from the Court of Appeal is of course Lougheed v On the Beach Limited [2014] 

EWCA Civ 1538. It will be recalled that Tomlinson J said in that case that Claimants 

who do not adduce proper evidence of local standards in cases brought under the 

Package Travel, Package Holiday and Package Tours Regulations 1992 ‘do so at their 

peril’. Naturally, however, it is business as usual at the sharp end of litigation 

practice. Two recent cases will illustrate the point.  

 

Blades v Thomas Cook Tour Operations Limited, Croydon County Court, 7th 

December 2015 

The claim arose out of a slipping accident which occurred on 19th September 2012, 

during the course of a package holiday in Greece.  

 

On 16th August 2012 Mr Blades booked a package holiday in Greece with the 

Defendant. Throughout the holiday Mr and Mrs Blades were to stay at the Alios 

hotel apartment complex in Stoupa. Mrs Blades said that at approximately 9.30am 

on 19th September 2012 she was alone in her room when she heard a knock at the 

door. When she opened the door she found two cleaners asking to gain entry to the 

apartment so that they could clean it. She duly let them in and went and sat on the 

apartment balcony so that she would not get in the way. The cleaners proceeded to 

clean the living room of the apartment. During the cleaning process Mrs Blades 

walked from the balcony into the living room, and slipped as she did so. There were 

no ‘wet floor’ signs on the living room floor.  

 

The cleaners confirmed that Mrs Blades let them into the apartment in order to 

clean. They said that they were carrying a mop and bucket at the time, so that it 
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would have been obvious that they intended to mop the apartment floors. Further, 

one of the cleaners, Nika Sofia, was actually mopping the floor when Mrs Blades 

entered the apartment from the balcony, so that she knew or ought to have known 

that the floor would be wet. They accepted that there were no ‘wet floor’ signs on 

the living room floor; but said that these would have been otiose, since they would 

have told the Claimant nothing she did not already know.  

 

On 22nd October 2015 District Judge Bishop, sitting at Croydon County Court, heard 

the trial in the matter. On 7th December 2015 she gave judgment for the Claimant, 

with a 50% reduction on account of contributory negligence. Essentially, she found 

that: 

a) The Claimant had not seen the mop and bucket as she let the cleaners into the 

room. 

b) When she entered the room from the balcony she did not see the mop and 

bucket.  

c) She ought to have known that there was a risk of slipping when she entered 

the room. 

d) However, the cleaners ought to have ensured that the floor was safe to be 

walked on.  

e) It was unnecessary for the Claimant to adduce evidence of local standards; the 

evidence of the Defendant’s witnesses could be used as evidence of the 

standards to which they ought to have adhered. 

f) The cleaners said that they used wet floor signs, therefore they ought to have 

done so.  

g) If the cleaners had undertaken their work as they said they normally did, the 

accident would not have happened.  

h) Nevertheless, the Claimant was equally to blame for it, and so damages were 

to be reduced by 50% as a result.  
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The Defendant requested permission to appeal the judgment on the basis that the 

judge had not applied the binding authorities on local standards correctly. The judge 

denied permission to appeal on the basis that the evidence of the hotel manager 

and cleaners as to their practice allowed the court to find in favour of the Claimant.  

 

The Defendant sought permission to appeal on two grounds, really one reason: 

(1) District Judge Bishop was wrong as a matter of law in failing to follow the 

binding decision of the Court of Appeal in Lougheed v On the Beach Limited 

[2014] EWCA Civ 1538. 

(2) She was wrong as a matter of law to rely on the evidence of the Defendant’s 

staff members alone regarding what they actually did as evidence of the local 

custom and practice in relation to what they were obliged to do.  

 

It was the Defendant’s case that the evidence on which the judge sought to rely in 

relation to local standards was given by cleaners and by the hotel manager alone; 

but none of them was cross-examined or gave evidence as to any experience they 

might have had more generally in this field outside the hotel in question. There was 

no evidence that they were appropriately experienced or qualified to give evidence 

of local standards generally, rather than the system employed by the hotel; and they 

were not cross-examined on the basis that they were.  

 

As a result, it was submitted, the judge erred in relying in evidence of the system 

employed by one hotel as evidence of local standards, rather than requiring the 

Claimant to prove her case by reference to proper evidence of the local custom and 

practice generally. The evidence given by the manager and cleaners was to the 

effect that this hotel voluntarily used wet floor signs. There was no evidence to the 

effect that this was regarded as, or was, a legal obligation.  
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It will be recalled that it is well-established that this form of reasoning is 

impermissible; in Holden v First Choice Holidays & Flights Limited, 22nd May 2006, 

unreported the Claimant attempted to extrapolate from what the hotel staff said 

they did to what they were obliged by local custom and practice to do, and the claim 

ultimately failed for want of local standards evidence. Goldring J said (at para.11D): 

“…It does not seem to me that one can infer a local standard from what may well be 

a higher standard in a particular hotel or by a particular company in particular 

circumstances. It is no substitute for evidence of what is local custom and what may 

be the local regulations…” 

 

On 8th April 2016 His Honour Judge Wulwik heard the Defendant’s application for 

permission to appeal; the Claimant cross-appealed the finding of contributory 

negligence. Both parties were given permission to appeal; the appeals are likely to 

be heard shortly.  

 

Morrin v Thomas Cook Tour Operations Limited, Croydon County Court, 25th 

February 2016 

This claim arose out of an accident which occurred in Turkey on 26th August 2013 

during the course of a package holiday provided by the Defendant to Thomas 

Morrin, who was then aged five, and his family.  

 

Throughout the holiday, between 15th and 29th August 2013, the family was 

accommodated at the Kusadasi Golf & Spa Resort Hotel. At about 4pm on 26th 

August 2013 Mr Morrin was playing with Thomas in one of the resort’s two 

swimming pools. Thomas and his brother were sliding down a yellow water slide, 

and Mr Morrin had positioned himself at the bottom of the slide in order to ensure 

that they were safe when they entered the water. As Thomas made his way past the 

slide in order to slide down it, however, he struck his head on a large screw which 

was protruding from the framework supporting it. 
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After the accident Thomas’s father took photographs of the slide, which showed 

that large bolts protrude from the bottom of the slide at child’s head height. There 

was no indication that it was prohibited to enter the area around the slide. There 

was also a photograph of preventative measures taken in response to the accident, 

namely protective foam padding secured with cable ties. Thomas’s father gave 

evidence that shortly after the accident he had been told by a hotel employee that 

the bolts had been protected with padding prior to the accident, but that this had 

been removed by vandals; this turned out to be untrue.  

 

The Claimant had obtained evidence of local safety standards in the form of a jointly 

provided (but not jointly instructed) evidence of Turkish lawyers, Abdulvahit Kaya 

and Merve Mulayim Bircan. They gave it as their opinion that: 

a) The hotelier had an obligation to perform its obligations with skill and care and 

in a safe manner. 

b) The hotelier did not properly secure the slide. 

The report concentrated on Turkish law, however, and not standards; and the 

reasoning behind the conclusion was opaque, to say the least.  

 

The Defendant relied on a statement from a legal executive who exhibited a number 

of photographs showing a variety of other slides in Turkish resorts, some of which 

were of similar structure.  

 

The judge was not impressed by this evidence; she found that it only went to show 

that some hotels in the area might have breached local standards, whilst others did 

not. No independent empirical survey had been conducted. However, she was also 

unimpressed by the evidence on local standards adduced by the Claimant; the 

report was not well reasoned and told her little more than she already knew as a 

matter of common sense. In the end, the judge fell back on that most dangerous of 
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creatures, judicial common sense, and found for the Claimant on that basis. It is 

understood that the decision is not being appealed.  

 

These cases illustrate the judicial unwillingness to be told what to do by experts. 

Notwithstanding all that has been said in Holden and in Lougheed, in practice many 

judges apply what they see as ‘common sense’ and come to the conclusion they 

regard as ‘fair’. Whether or not the appeal court in Blades will accept this approach 

is another matter; as always, the local standards issue continues to vex appellate 

courts and parties alike, and there seems little prospect of this state of affairs 

coming to an end.  

 

Revill v TUI UK Limited, Sheffield County Court, 14th October 2016  

This is an unusual example of a case in which absence of warning signs was held to 

be causative of a slipping accident.  

 

The Claimant and his family, comprising his wife, son, daughter in law and 

grandchildren, stayed at the Bodrum Imperial hotel, Akyarlar, in Turkey from 11th to 

24th June 2012. At approximately 6.30pm on 12th June 2012, effectively the first day 

of the holiday, Mr Revill was walking from the swimming pool at the hotel towards 

the beach. He crossed an area paved with blue non-slip matting, but as he walked 

from that area and onto a tiled area beyond it, he slipped and fell. He was carrying 

his infant grandson (who was then 20 months old) at the time of the accident. 

 

Mr Revill was found by his son lying dazed on the ground. He had slipped and fallen 

as a result of the presence on the tiled area of a pool of water. When he returned to 

the hotel after being discharged from hospital Mr Revill, his wife and son noticed 

that the tiled area was often wet from people going from the pool to the beach. 

They were told by other hotel guests that others had fallen in the area, and these 

assertions were supported by numerous TripAdvisor reviews. It was submitted on 
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Mr Revill’s behalf that it was therefore foreseeable and likely that a person might 

slip in the area, and foreseeable and likely that if he or she did so, he or she might be 

seriously injured.  

 

The Defendant’s rep confirmed the family’s assertion that the pool area could 

become slippery and that other guests had fallen in the area, but she blamed this on 

guests not taking care and said that TUI had asked the hotel to provide more 

matting, and that, ‘if I remember correctly’, this had duly been provided, although 

this was contradicted  by the TripAdvisor reviews of the hotel. 

 

The Defendant’s welfare officer and the hotel’s technical manager and cleaner all 

relied on to the presence of permanent warning signs, but it was established at trial 

that none of them could have been seen by Mr Revill from where he was walking. 

There was also reference to temporary warning signs which ought to have been 

deployed if the area was wet. The Revills were adamant that there were no such 

signs in place at the time of the accident, however.   

 

The parties jointly instructed a Turkish lawyer, who gave it as her opinion that: 

 Under Turkish law, areas around swimming pools must be smooth and non-

slip. 

 There is no requirement for non-slip matting to be provided. 

 Areas around the pool should be kept dry, however. 

 Areas around the pool should be cleaned regularly.  

 It is local custom and practice for warning signs to be deployed where there is 

a risk of slipping.  

 

The jointly instructed architect gave it as her opinion that: 

 Tiles around the swimming pool must be non-slip. 
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 The manufacturer which sells the tiles in place at the time of the accident sells 

them as being non-slip. 

 The photographs of the tiles seem to suggest that they are non-slip. 

 The slip test results indicate that the tiles were appropriately non-slip, 

although the tests were undertaken when the tiles were dry and wet, and not 

contaminated with sun oil and so forth. 

 There is no specific requirement to have non-slip matting in the area, but it is 

common practice locally. 

 Extending the non-slip matting to the pathway would have reduced the risk of 

falling.  

 The hotel ought to have provided signage in the area.  

 Only one sign was observed during the site inspection, and this had fallen over 

in the wind.  

 

The Claimant’s case was very straightforward; he said that the area where he fell 

was wet and slippery and that warning signs ought to have been deployed in order 

to notify him that he needed to take extra care as a result. He said that if a warning 

sign had been placed in the area he would have been more cautious as he walked 

across it, particularly given that he was carrying his infant grandson at the time. The 

Defendant contended that a warning sign would not have told him anything he did 

not already know; swimming pool surrounds are obviously slippery when wet, and 

there is no duty to warn of an obvious risk. 

 

The judge accepted the Claimant’s case. He found that the area was wet and 

slippery at the time of the accident, and that there ought to have been warning signs 

in place to that effect. Such signage as was in place could not have been seen by Mr 

Revill and was inadequate. Had a sign been in place, he would have heeded it, 

particularly since he was carrying his precious grandson at the time. Interestingly, 

the judge went on to express the view that warning signs are not always otiose, 
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observing that there is a reason why local regulatory regimes and custom and 

practice often require them. For, as he accepted, if warning signs tell us nothing we 

do not know already, what is the point of them? He firmly found for the Claimant on 

this issue, concluding that on the facts of the case a warning would ‘almost certainly’ 

have averted the accident. 

 

This is a rare example of a slipping case in which the Claimant succeeded solely on 

the grounds that he was not warned of the fact that the area was likely to be 

slippery; and it is the more remarkable in that the slip occurred in a swimming pool 

surround.  

 

Part of the explanation for the Claimant’s success undoubtedly lies in his credibility 

and that of his family; they were obviously telling the truth. Partly, though, in the 

author’s view, the claim succeeded because, in this rare case, the TripAdvisor 

reviews were relevant and damning. And partly, perhaps, the Defendant’s own 

auditing process was to blame for their failure. The audits disclosed were often 

internally contradictory, with the hotel being awarded from three to five out of five, 

often following an audit conducted on the same day. The managing director of the 

auditor (whose name, for legal reasons, must remain undisclosed), was called and 

gave evidence that its audits were updated retrospectively, so that an hotel graded 

five out of five might originally have been graded two out of five, and the grading 

increased as defects were dealt with. This meant that the audits represented a 

snapshot, not of when the audit was conducted, but when the audit last accessed, 

often months or years later. It will be appreciated that this discovery carries 

implications for all cases in which such audits are relied upon by Defendant tour 

operators; the audits disclosed do not necessarily reflect the condition of the 

premises at the time of the audit, or indeed the accident in question. 
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The Athens Convention 

 

Gastric Illness 

It will be appreciated that the recent decision of the Court of Appeal in Wood v TUI 

Travel Plc [2017] EWCA Civ 11, discussed elsewhere, governs the position where a 

claim is brought for gastric illness occurring in a hotel. When illness occurs not at 

hotel accommodation but on a cruise ship, the legal position is very different. This is 

because in most cases such claims are governed by the liability regime set out in the 

Athens Convention 1974. Rather than imposing strict liability, the presumptive 

position (subject to important exceptions) is that Claimants must prove that their 

illness has been caused by the fault of the carrier or its agents.  

 

Two recent decisions at County Court level provide a good illustration of the sorts of 

issues that can arise. In both Swift & 15 Others v Fred Olsen Cruise Lines, 

Birmingham County Court [2016] EWCA Civ 785 and Nolan & 42 Others v TUI UK 

Limited, Central London County Court there had been an admitted outbreak 

(thought to be norovirus) on board one or more cruises, leading to multiple 

instances of gastric illness. The Claimants were ultimately successful in Swift, but not 

in Nolan, and the results largely reflected the judge’s findings of fact in each case. 

However, a number of common legal issues arose in each case which will have a 

wider application to future cases. 

 

duty to warn 

In Nolan the Claimants alleged that since there had been an outbreak of norovirus 

on a previous sailing of the same vessel, the Defendant was liable under the Athens 

Convention for failing to warn them in advance of the danger to them of contracting 

severe gastric illness. 
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It was accepted by both parties to the claim that the Athens Convention provided 

the exclusive regime within which the claim had to be advanced. This was the effect 

of Article 14, which provides that 

“No action for damages for the death of or personal injury to a passenger, or for the 

loss of or damage to luggage, shall be brought against a carrier or performing carrier 

otherwise than in accordance with this Convention”. 

 

Article 3(1) of the Convention in turn states that: 

“The carrier shall be liable for the damage suffered as a result of the death of or 

personal injury to a passenger and the loss of or damage to luggage if the incident 

which caused the damage so suffered occurred in the course of the carriage and was 

due to the fault or neglect of the carrier or of his servants or agents acting within the 

scope of their employment” (emphasis added) 

 

The Defendant argued that the effect of Articles 14 and 3(1), by analogy with the 

case law decided under the Montreal Convention (particularly Sidhu v British 

Airways (1997) AC 430), was that since the alleged breach of duty, the failure to 

warn, occurred before the carriage had commenced, and this was the root cause of 

the events leading to the ultimate illness contracted on board, this aspect of the 

claim fell outside the substantive scope of the Convention and could not be brought 

at all. 

 

In a briefly reasoned passage, the judge accepted the Defendant’s argument. At 

paragraph 16 of the judgment he stated as follows: 

“I have not found this an easy matter of law to resolve but I prefer Mr Kimbell's QC’S 

arguments. In my judgment, it does take the claimants' case out of the Convention 

and it does not take the claimants' case out of the Convention and into the common 

law. It also seems to me the logic of the position is that if people had been warned 

and had chosen not to go on board, they would not have suffered any injury. It seems 
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to me, however, that as the act complained of, namely failure to warn, did not 

happen at the time on board the ship, and in my judgment it was something that 

happened earlier, in my judgment, Mr Kimbell QC is right, and accordingly, as a 

matter of law, the claimant cannot rely on that allegation, that is to say, the 

allegation at paragraph (iv) (a)”.  

 

The speaker finds herself in the distressing position of having to disagree with this 

reasoning. It is, to be blunt, arrant nonsense. The failure complained of may well 

have arisen prior to commencement of the cruise, but it caused illness which arose 

during the cruise; and therefore the Claimant was surely entitled to bring a claim 

under the Athens Convention in respect of it. But it is not just the speaker who 

applies this chain of reasoning; no lesser a tribunal than the Supreme Court feels just 

the same way.  

 

In Stott v Thomas Cook Airlines (2014) AC 1347 the Supreme Court was asked to 

consider whether the Montreal Convention applied where a disabled passenger had 

been discriminated against during a flight. It was argued (by the Claimant) that her 

cause of action fell outside the scope of the convention because the chain of events 

began before boarding with the making of a booking request to be seated next to his 

wife (who was also his carer) which was not honoured by the airline. During the 

flight he ended up seated apart from her, suffering considerable distress and 

difficulty for which he claimed damages. The Supreme Court rejected this argument 

on the following basis: 

“It is no answer to the application of the Convention that the operative causes began 

prior to embarkation. To hold otherwise would encourage deft pleading in order to 

circumvent the purpose of the Convention. Many if not most accidents or mishaps on 

an aircraft are capable of being traced back to earlier operative causes and it would 

distort the broad purpose of the Convention explained by Lord Hope in the Sidhu case 
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to hold that it does not apply to an accident or occurrence in the course of 

international carriage by air if its cause can be traced back to an antecedent fault” 

 

There is no reason why the same reasoning should not have applied in Nolan. The 

purpose of the Athens Convention was also to create a common regime applicable 

to all international carriage by sea. It seems artificial to hold that failures to warn 

about the outbreak of illness on a cruise which lead to contracting illness during the 

course of the carriage fall outside the scope of the convention. It may well be that 

the illness could be ‘traced back’ to an antecedent failure by the cruise line, but this 

did not take the claim outside the scope of the Convention. 

 

defect on a ship 

Although the presumptive position under Article 3 of the Convention is that the 

Claimant/passenger must prove that their injury has been caused by the fault of the 

carrier, the burden of proof is reversed where the injury is caused by “shipwreck, 

collision, stranding, explosion or fire, or defect in the ship”. 

 

In both Swift and Nolan the Courts were required to grapple with the question of 

whether norovirus which had taken hold on a ship could constitute a ‘defect’ within 

the meaning of this provision. 

 

Although the original text of the Convention did not contain any definition of the 

word defect, the 2002 Protocol did: 

“defect in the ship. means any malfunction, failure or non-compliance with 

applicable safety regulations in respect of any part of the ship or its equipment when 

used for the escape, evacuation, embarkation and disembarkation of passengers; or 

when used for the propulsion, steering, safe navigation, mooring, anchoring, arriving 

at or leaving berth or anchorage, or damage control after flooding; or when used for 

the launching of life saving appliances.” 
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In light of this passage, His Honour Judge Mitchell in Nolan was left in no doubt that 

a viral illness could not possibly constitute a ‘defect’: 

“It is very much, in my judgment, the actual structure of the ship. That passage 

explains clearly the distinction between "a typical maritime peril" and something 

which could have happened onshore, and in my judgment it would be not so much 

extending the language but distorting the language of the phrase "defect in the ship" 

if I were to accept the construction contended for by Mr Allan QC.” 

 

His Honour Judge Robert Owen QC in Swift was more willing to consider the 

possibility that in certain circumstances, if the facts were sufficiently strong, illness 

might constitute a defect but was not satisfied that it was proved on the facts of the 

case before him: 

“My concern about the apparent issue over ‘defect in the ship’ is that on the one 

hand, for the reason I have indicated, the issue in the present case did not appear to 

be capable of being brought within the definition, whereas on the other hand it is 

possible, in the particular circumstances of the business or operations of a tour 

operator of a vessel which is subject to entrenched contamination, that is there is 

inherently within it a ‘defect’ given that which would reasonably be expected by both 

supplier and customer, namely a ship which was free from contamination and 

capable of fulfilling its aim. It is difficult to see why a contaminated ship could not be 

said to be subject to ‘a defect’ where the effect of its presence (the defect) is that the 

desired aim could not be achieved, at least not with the vessel in that contaminated 

state.  That said, having regard to the general paragraph on which Mr Campbell 

relied, and the limited argument on the question I am not satisfied that that issue is 

made out in light of the definition to which I have referred.  In the circumstances the 

legal burden of proof remains upon the claimants throughout” 
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It remains to be seen what view the higher courts would take on this issue (the 

Court of Appeal in Swift was not asked to comment on it), but it is clear, to the 

speaker at least, that the meaning of ‘defect in a ship’ is, and should be, restricted to 

faults in the structure of the vessel and not to temporary conditions pertaining on 

one or more cruises.  

 

causation 

The final issue of interest to arise in the cases relates to the test of causation applied 

by the Court in Nolan. At paragraph 155 of his judgment His Honour Judge Robert 

Owen QC stated as follows: 

“The real issue in this case as submitted by Mr Campbell is whether there is evidence 

of inadequate implementation of the plan due to inadequate training, execution of 

procedure or supervision or a combination or contribution from one or more of those 

factors.  For the reasons I have given, I am satisfied that there was a failure in 

implementation which was not immaterial or isolated and which caused or 

materially contributed to the exposure by the claimants and passengers, and thus 

increased the risk of contagion, to the virus and the development of the illnesses 

complained of.” (emphasis added) 

 

The difficulty with this finding is that it might be interpreted to mean that it was 

enough that merely contributing to the risk of developing illness or infection on the 

ship was sufficient to establish causation without finding that ‘but for’ the failure of 

the Defendant to comply with its procedures etc, the illness/infection would not 

have occurred. If this is what the judge was saying (and it is accepted the wording is 

ambiguous since he does state that the breach ‘materially contributed to the 

exposure’) it would not be consistent with binding authority from the Court of 

Appeal in Sanderson v Hull (2009) PIQR P.7 to the effect that the ‘Fairchild’ exception 

to the ‘but for’ test can be departed from only in exceptional circumstances, none of 

which was present in this case. The Court of Appeal in Swift reiterated that the ‘but 
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for’ test is the appropriate test in cases of this nature. The starting point for 

consideration of causation was the fact that the trial judge had found multiple 

failures in implementation of the hygiene regime on the ship, from which he was 

entitled to conclude that those failures had caused or materially contributed to the 

spread of norovirus on the ship and to the illnesses for which claims were made.  

 

conclusions 

Some years ago it might have been thought that Claimants would have difficulty in 

bringing gastric illness and norovirus claims against tour operators. This has proven 

most emphatically not to be the case. It appears that claims against cruise operators 

are also gaining traction; albeit the causation issues remain live and, it is thought, 

this is where the battleground is likely to lie in future.  
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Vicarious Liability 

 

Is it just me, or are more claims being brought on the basis of the vicarious liability 

of a tour operator for the deliberate actions of hotel and other staff? It certainly 

seems that way. The most common example is that of the porter or member of 

entertainment staff who sexually assaults the vulnerable holidaymaker, but there 

are others. The issues raised are not at all straightforward.  

 

Whether or not a hotel (and therefore a tour operator, under Regulation 15 of the 

Package Travel Regulations) will be vicariously liable for the actions of the offending 

employee will depend, at least partially, upon whether or not he was acting in the 

course of his employment at the time of the incident. The test for whether or not an 

employee acts in the course of his employment was formulated some centuries ago 

by Sir John Salmond in the first edition of Salmond on Torts. Sir John stated that an 

employer is liable for tortious acts which amount to an unauthorised mode of 

performing authorised acts, but not for acts which are not sufficiently connected 

with the authorised act as to be a mode of doing it. The court has a wide discretion 

in deciding whether the act complained of has sufficient connection with the 

employee’s authorised acts to give rise to vicarious liability.  

 

The wheels of justice turn slowly, but grind exceedingly fine. Lawyers have a 

different concept of time to other mortals. Within the last century or so the courts 

of England and Wales have implemented a policy of allowing a wide approach to 

vicarious liability, so as to allow innocent victims a means of recovery against a 

Defendant who has the wherewithal to satisfy judgment. Nevertheless, the fact that 

the tortfeasor’s employment gave rise to the opportunity to perform the act has 

been held to be insufficient (cf Heasmans v Clarity Cleaning Co Ltd [1987] IRLR 286); 

the connection between the tortious act and the employee’s duties must amount to 
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a mode of performing those duties. Historically, if the act complained of was a 

deliberate act, it was less likely that it would be held to have been performed in the 

course of employment (in which regard, cf O’Reilly v National Rail and Tramway 

Appliances Ltd [1966] 1 All ER 499). However, the courts are moving away from this 

approach. In Bracebridge Engineering v Darby [1990] IRLR 3 an employer was liable 

for a sexual assault committed by a supervisor on another employee. In Racz v Home 

Office [1994] 2 AC 45 the Home Office was liable was the misfeasance in public 

office of a police officer. In a number of decisions solicitors’ firms have been held 

liable for the fraud of their clerks. 

 

The decision of the House of Lords in Lister v Hesley Hall Ltd [2002] 1 AC 215 is a 

relatively recent example of this trend. In that case the Defendant ran a school for 

boys with emotional and behavioural difficulties. It employed a warden to look after 

the boys, but between 1979 and 1982 the Claimants were subjected by him to 

systematic sexual abuse. They alleged that the Defendant was vicariously liable for 

the acts of the warden. The High Court found that the assaults had taken place 

outside the course of the warden’s employment, but this decision was eventually 

reversed by the House of Lords. It was said that the proper approach was to adopt a 

broad assessment of the nature of the employee’s employment. The determining 

factor concerning liability was whether the warden’s torts were so closely connected 

with his employment that it would be fair and just to hold the employer vicariously 

liable. Although Lister marks a significant departure from the Salmond test, it has 

been followed in Various v Bryn Alyn Community Homes Ltd, unreported, 26th June 

2001, and the case was heard by a unanimous, well-regarded five judge court. The 

‘close connection’ test has still more recently been applied by the Court of Appeal in 

Allen & others v Chief Constable of Hampshire [2013] EWCA Civ 967 and by the High 

Court in a travel context in XVW, YZA v Gravesend Grammar Schools for Girls, 

Adventure Life Signs Limited [2012] ELR 417. 
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There have been a number of interesting decisions on vicarious liability lately. 

 

Cox v Ministry of Justice [2016] 2 WLR 806 

In this case the Ministry of Justice appealed against a decision of the Court of Appeal 

that it was vicariously liable for injury caused to the Respondent by the negligent act 

of a prisoner undertaking paid kitchen work. 

 

Mr Cox had been a catering manager at a prison. Prisons were required by statute to 

ensure that prisoners did useful work, and a number of them worked in the prison 

kitchen. As they were helping Mr Cox to unload a delivery of sacks of rice, one of the 

sacks split. Mr Cox instructed the prisoners to stop work whilst the spillage was 

cleared up. He knelt down to prop up the sack so that no more rice was spilt, but as 

he knelt on the floor, and in defiance of his instruction, a prisoner attempted to 

carry two sacks of rice past him, dropping one on Mr Cox as he did so.  

 

Mr Cox sued the prison service on the basis that it was vicariously liable as the 

prisoner’s employer. The Ministry argued that the relationship between the Prison 

Service and prisoners was fundamentally different from an employer/employee 

relationship in that the Prison Service's primary purpose was not a business or profit, 

but prisoners' rehabilitation, and prisoners had no interest in furthering the Prison 

Service's objectives; further, it was always necessary to ask whether it would be fair, 

just and reasonable to impose vicarious liability; and there was a risk of further 

claims arising should liability be imposed. The Court of Appeal found for the 

Claimant.  

 

The Supreme Court rejected the appeal. It held that the Defendant did not have to 

carry on commercial activities, nor did it need to derive a profit from the tortfeasor's 

activities. It was sufficient that there was a Defendant carrying on activities in 
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furtherance of its own interests. Defendants could not avoid liability by technical 

arguments about the employment status of the tortfeasor.  

 

Prisoners working in the kitchens were integrated into the operation of the prison, 

so that the activities assigned to them by the Prison Service formed an integral part 

of the activities it carried on, in particular the activity of providing meals for 

prisoners. The prisoners were placed in a position where there was a risk that they 

could commit a variety of negligent acts within the field of activities assigned to 

them. Further, they worked under the direction of prison staff. Mr Cox had been 

injured as a result of negligence by the prisoner in carrying on the activities assigned 

to him, and the fact that setting prisoners to work was one means by which the 

Prison Service sought to rehabilitate prisoners did not alter that conclusion. The fact 

that payments were below commercial level reflected the context in which prisoners 

worked, but did not mean that liability should not be imposed.  

 

It may be thought that this is a significant extension of the doctrine of vicarious 

liability; technical arguments about the nature of the employer/employee 

relationship will not normally be looked upon with favour as a result of this decision.  

 

The decision is linked to another decision on vicarious liability handed down on the 

same day as Cox.  

 

Mohamud v WM Morrison Supermarkets Plc [2016] 2 WLR 821 

In this case a supermarket customer appealed against a decision that the 

respondent supermarket was not vicariously liable for an assault perpetrated by one 

of its employees. The appeal was allowed, illustrating once again the courts’ 

increasing willingness to extend the doctrine of vicarious liability.  
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The customer had attended a petrol station kiosk run by the supermarket and had 

approached one of the staff members, Mr Khan, with an enquiry. For reasons which, 

again, remain a mystery (but which appear to be linked to the fact that Mr 

Mohamud was of Somali origin), Mr Khan, whose job it was to serve customers and 

see that the petrol pumps and kiosk were kept in good running order, responded 

with foul-mouthed abuse and ordered Mr Mohamud to leave. He then followed him 

onto the forecourt where he told him to keep away and subjected him to a 

sustained, violent and unprovoked assault.  

 

Mr Mohamud brought proceedings against the supermarket, claiming that it was 

vicariously liable for the assault. The trial judge held that it was not liable because 

there was no sufficiently close connection between the assault and what K was 

employed to do, and the Court of Appeal upheld his decision, finding that while Mr 

Khan's employment involved interaction with customers, that was insufficient to fix 

the supermarket with vicarious liability for his violence: his duties did not involve 

him being placed in situations where there was a clear possibility of confrontation.  

 

The Claimant submitted that there should be a new test for vicarious liability in 

which the courts applied a "representative capacity" rather than a "close 

connection" test. He argued that the question should be whether a reasonable 

observer would consider the employee to be acting in the capacity of a 

representative of the employer at the time of committing the tort. 

 

The Supreme Court held that the "close connection" test adumbrated in Lister had 

been followed in a line of cases, including several at the highest level. There was a 

risk in attempting to lay down criteria for determining what precisely amounted to a 

sufficiently close connection to make it just for an employer to be held vicariously 
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liable. A simplification of the essence was more desirable, and in its simplest terms, 

two matters had to be considered:  

(a) what functions had been entrusted by the employer to the employee (which had 

to be addressed broadly); and  

(b) whether there was sufficient connection between the employee's wrongful 

conduct and the position in which he was employed to make it right for the 

employer to be fixed with vicarious liability.  

The proposed "representative capacity" test was hopelessly vague.  

 

Nevertheless, in this case it was Mr Khan's job to attend to customers and respond 

to their inquiries. His conduct in answering the Claimant's request in a foul-mouthed 

way and ordering him to leave was inexcusable but was within the field of activities 

assigned to him. What happened thereafter was an unbroken sequence of events. It 

was not right to regard him as having metaphorically taken off his uniform when he 

followed the customer onto the forecourt. Moreover, once on the forecourt, he had 

repeated his order to leave. That was not something personal between him and the 

customer; he was ordering him to keep away from his employer's premises, and he 

reinforced that order by violence. In doing so he was purporting to act in the 

furtherance of his employer's business. While it was a gross abuse of his position, it 

was in connection with the business in which he was employed. Since the 

supermarket had entrusted him with the position of serving customers it was just 

that it should be held responsible for his abuse of that position. Finally, it was 

irrelevant that it looked as if he was motivated by personal racism rather than a 

desire to benefit his employer's business.  

 

Fletcher v Chancery Supplies Ltd [2016] EWCA Civ 1112 
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In this case the Court of Appeal applied the test in Mohamud and found that there 

was no sufficient connection between the wrongful conduct complained of and the 

position in which the employee was employed.  

 

In that case the Defendant’s employee Mr Traynor had collided with the Claimant 

cyclist whilst crossing the road. The Claimant sued Mr Traynor’s employer on the 

basis that he was acting in the course of his employment when he stepped into the 

road. The Defendant had two premises on opposite sides of the road, and Mr 

Traynor worked exclusively in one of them. He was returning to that side of the road 

at the time of the accident. However, he was not called to give evidence at trial and 

the court had no information as to why he was crossing the road. At first instance 

the trial judge found that he had been negligent in crossing the road without 

looking, and that the Defendant employer was vicariously liable for his negligence. 

The Defendant appealed against the finding of contributory negligence.  

 

The Court of Appeal observed that the accident had occurred outside Mr Traynor’s 

working hours and that there was no evidence that he had arranged to work outside 

those hours. In any event, because there was no evidence as to why he was crossing 

the road, it was impossible to know whether he was doing so in connection with his 

work. It could not be said, therefore, that it was just to hold the Defendant 

vicariously liable for his actions, since they might have been wholly unconnected 

with his employment.  

 

X v Kuoni Travel Limited [2016] EWHC 3090 (QB) 

The Claimant claimed damages for a sexual assault which occurred whilst she was on 

a package holiday in Sri Lanka arranged with the Defendant. She had been making 

her way to the reception area at the hotel when one of the hotel’s employees had 

indicated that she should take a shortcut, and had led her into a room where he 
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assaulted her. At that time it had been her understanding that he was a security 

guard, but it turned out that he was an electrician.  

 

McKenna J, sitting at Birmingham County Court, held that at the time of the assault 

the attacker was not undertaking any of the duties he was contracted by the hotel to 

do. Nor had the Defendant tour operator agreed to provide the services of an 

electrician as part of the holiday; his work did not fall within the contract between 

the Claimant and Defendant, therefore. Furthermore, the wrongful conduct was not 

so closely connected with the acts the employee was authorised to do that it was 

just to regard it as having occurred during the course of his employment.  

 

It may be that in this case the trial judge was influenced by the fact that the 

Claimant was very drunk at the time of the incident and that her evidence of the 

circumstances surrounding the attack was ‘at times both confused and 

contradictory’. He found as a fact that the Claimant’s evidence was not credible in 

relation to some matters and that she had embellished it to bolster her case. In 

these very particular circumstances it is perhaps unsurprising that the claim did not 

succeed. 

 

conclusions  

These cases have obvious implications for the travel industry. It is, for example, a 

rep’s job to deal with customer enquiries. It would appear that where a rep 

responds to a customer in a way which causes injury to that person, the tour 

operator is likely to be vicariously liable for his or her actions. Equally, it is the job of 

the hotel porter to interact with customers and, arguably, to provide latecomers 

with the assistance they require. Where a porter takes advantage of that 

relationship, the hotelier (and, by extension, the tour operator) is likely to be 

vicariously liable for his actions. On the other hand, where the wrongdoer is a 
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member of staff only tangentially involved with the holiday arrangements, it will be 

far more difficult to establish liability.  

 

There remains, of course, the possibility that a judge would accept the argument 

that it would not be just and reasonable to extend these principles of vicarious 

liability to tour operators; but this argument was given very short shrift by the Court 

of Appeal in Lougheed. It is more likely that a tour operator would succeed in 

defending a claim of this nature on the basis that the wrongful act complained of 

was an event which it could not have foreseen or forestalled, even with all due care 

(and cf X in this regard).  
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Claims against the MIB 

 

The victim of an uninsured or untraced driver may be assisted by the Motor Vehicles 

(Compulsory Insurance) (Information Centre and Compensation Body) Regulations 

2003 (SI 2003/37) (“the 2003 Regulations”). Regulation 13 of the 2003 Regulations 

provides that where an accident in an EEA State other than the UK is caused by a 

vehicle normally based in an EEA State other than the UK, and the injured party 

resides in the UK, and: 

 The injured party has made a request for information with a view to 

identifying the insurer; but, 

 It has proved impossible to identify the insurer; then – 

The injured party may make a claim to the compensation body (in the UK, the Motor 

Insurers’ Bureau) and (per regulation 13(2)(b)): “the compensation body shall 

compensate the injured party in accordance with the provisions of Article 1 of the 

second motor insurance directive as if it were the body authorised under paragraph 4 

of that Article and the accident had occurred in Great Britain. *emphasis added+”  

 

For some time it was thought that the language of the Regulations rendered the MIB 

liable to compensate the Claimant as if the accident had occurred in Great Britain, 

that is to say, at English levels of damages. However, this year has seen the decision 

of the Supreme Court in MIB v Moreno [2016] 1 WLR 3194, following which it is now 

clear that in these cases the Claimant falls to be compensated by reference to the 

law of the country in which the accident occurred.  

 

The speaker finds it difficult to discuss this case with any degree of professional 

detachment.  


